
● You are a PTL (basic maximum payline 12 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann who is an EA (max. payline 4 levels)

In this example, Ann resides on your 9th level.  The network under Ann (represented by the blue and
red lines) has grown to 12 levels.  

Ann, as an EA, earns on levels 1-4 (the blue lines) of her network.  As a PTL and Ann’s Sponsor, you
earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 5-12 (the red lines) under Ann. 

Special observation: Dynamic Compression is allowing you to earn on 20 consecutive levels in your
organization.
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● You are an STL (basic maximum payline 9 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann who is a BTL (max. payline 7 levels)

In this example, Ann resides on your 10th level.  The network under Ann (represented by the blue and
red lines) has grown to 9 levels.  

Ann, as a BTL, earns on levels 1-7 (the blue lines) of her network.  As an STL and Ann’s Sponsor, you
earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 8-9 (the red lines) under Ann.

Special observation: Even though as an STL you cannot currently earn on Ann herself because she
resides beyond your 9th level, Dynamic Compression is allowing you to earn on levels 18 and 19 of
your overall organization.
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● You are a PTL (basic maximum payline 12 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann who is an EA (max. payline 4 levels)

In this example, Ann resides on your 3rd level.  The network under Ann (represented by the blue,
green, and red lines) has grown to 12 levels.  

Ann, as an EA, earns on levels 1-4 (the blue lines) of her network.  As a PTL and Ann’s Sponsor, you
earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 5-12 (the green and red lines) under Ann.

Special observation: Dynamic Compression is allowing you to earn on 15 consecutive levels in your
organization, but that’s not all.  Because Ann’s levels 5-9 (represented by the green lines) are within
your standard 12-level network AND are beyond Ann’s payline as an EA, you will earn DOUBLE the
CV (12% instead of 6%) on everyone on Ann’s levels 5-9.
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● You are a GTL (basic maximum payline 11 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Joe who used to reside on your second level of your network
● Joe is no longer an EA and has lost his position in the network
● Joe is the Sponsor of Tom who is still in the network and is an EA (max. payline 4 levels)

In this example, Tom resides on your 5th level.  The network under Tom (represented by the blue,
green, and red lines) has grown to 11 levels.  

Tom, as an EA, earns on levels 1-4 (the blue lines) of his network.  As a GTL and the Sponsor of
Tom’s Sponsor (ex-EA Joe), you earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 5-11 (the green and
red lines) under Tom.

Special observation: Dynamic Compression is allowing you to earn on 15 different levels in your
organization.  Also, because Tom’s levels 5 and 6 (represented by the first two green lines) are within
your standard 12-level network AND within your 11-level GTL payline AND are beyond Tom’s payline
as an EA, you will earn DOUBLE the CV (12% instead of 6%) on everyone on Tom’s levels 5 and 6.  
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● You are a STL (basic maximum payline 9 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann who is also a STL

In this example, Ann resides on your 6th level.  Your total network has grown to 12 levels.  The network
under Ann (represented by the blue and red lines) has grown to 11 levels.  

Ann, as a STL, earns on levels 1-9 (the blue lines) of her network.  Because you are both at the same
rank, you currently do not earn any Dynamic Compression bonuses on Ann (you do of course earn stan-
dard network commissions on everyone in your first 9 levels including Ann and Ann’s first 3 levels that
fall within your first 9 levels).

Special observation: The key to maximizing your Dynamic Compression bonuses is to keep advancing in
rank.  The higher your rank in comparison to the rank of those you sponsor, the more you can earn
through Dynamic Compression.  In this example, by advancing to the next rank of GTL, you would imme-
diately pick up two more levels of commissions on your own network PLUS two more levels under Ann.
Even when outranking Ann is no longer possible (i.e. you both attain PTL status), you still win because
you can earn a larger share of the Platinum Bonus Pool thanks to Ann’s status and sales volume.
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● You are a PTL (basic maximum payline 12 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann who is an EA (max. payline 4 levels)

In this example, Ann resides on your 15th level.  The network under Ann (represented by the blue and
red lines) has grown to 12 levels.  

Ann, as an EA, earns on levels 1-4 (the blue lines) of her network.  Even though you don’t earn direct-
ly on Ann (as she is below your basic 12-level network payline), because you are a PTL and Ann’s
Sponsor, you earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 5-12 (the red lines) under Ann. 

Special observation: Dynamic Compression is allowing you to earn an amazing 24 levels deep into
your organization.  Also, note that Ann could be on your 20th, 50th or 500th level.  Level makes no
difference!  So long as you maintain a higher rank than Ann, you can earn substantial commissions
on Ann’s group.
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● You are a PTL (basic maximum payline 12 levels)
● You are the Sponsor of Ann, Ted, Jan, and Ben who are all EA’s (max. payline 4 levels)

The networks under Ann, Ted, Jan, and Ben have all grown to 12 levels.  

As Executive Affiliates, Ann, Ted, Jan, and Ben all earn on levels 1-4 of their network.  As a PTL and
the Sponsor of all four of these affiliates, you earn Dynamic Compression bonuses on levels 5-12
under each them. 

Special observation: Because several of Ann’s, Ted’s, Jan’s and Ben’s levels are within your 12-level
network AND are beyond their paylines as Executive Affiliates, you can earn double, triple, or even
quadruple the CV (24% instead of 6%) where there is overlapping of their networks.  In fact, it’s possi-
ble to have this overlapping effect multiple the commissions you can earn on a level all the way up to
48% (8 times the normal 6%)!
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